The House at Midnight: A Novel

On an icy winter weekend, seven friends celebrate New Yearâ€™s Eve at Stoneborough, a
grand manor in the English countryside. Theyâ€™ve been brought together by Lucas
Heathfield, a young man who recently inherited the property after the tragic death of his uncle
Patrick. Though still raw from the loss of his last family member, Lucas welcomes this
tight-knit group of friends to the estate he hopes will become their home away from
homeâ€“an escape from London where they can all relax and rekindle the revelry of their
college days.Lucasâ€™s best friend, Joanna, finds herself oddly affected by the cavernous
manse, with its lavish mythological ceiling mural and sprawling grounds, and awakened to a
growing bond with Lucas. Much to her surprise, he reveals that heâ€™s loved her for years.
But as they begin to find their way from friendship to romance, Joanna canâ€™t shake the
feeling that the house is having its own effect on them.Back in London, Joanna is stunned
when Lucas announces that he and their impetuous friend Danny are moving into
Stoneborough full-time. Her concern seems justified as Lucas, once ensconced, becomes
completely ensnared in the turbulent past that seems to haunt the houseâ€“a past that is
captured in old movie reels featuring Lucasâ€™s now-dead family: his charismatic uncle
Patrick, his lovely mother, Claire, and his golden-boy father, Justin. Over one decadent,
dramatic year, as the friends frequently gather at the shadowed residence, secrets slide out and
sexual tensions escalate, shattering friendships and forever changing lives. And all the while,
the house cradles a devastating secret.By turns taut and sensual, mesmerizing and disturbing,
The House at Midnight is a gripping psychological novel that pulls the reader into the thrall of
its ominous atmosphere. Newcomer Lucie Whitehouse has written a tense and captivating
story that will linger long after the final, shocking pages.From the Hardcover edition.
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At 30, Londoner Joanna still spends her free time with her Oxford college friends, now with
burgeoning careers and all on the cusp of real. Lucie Whitehouse's novel The House at
Midnight fails to move Colin Greenland. By: Lucie Whitehouse Media of The House at
Midnight A sexy, chilling and utterly compelling novel that is reminiscent of The Secret
History, The Great Gatsby. Ever since Brideshead Revisited, novels about framily (friends
who replace family) formed at an elite university have abounded both here and.
I started with this book, The House At Midnight because I'd already read another book by the
author that I didn't mind. Lucas inherits the palatial. A story of compulsion, desire, darkness
and betrayal, The House At Midnight is a coming-of-age story for our time with a
breathtaking and shocking climax. was Lucie Whitehouse's debut offering â€“ The House At
Midnight, enticed by both the front cover (I'm a sucker for aesthetics) and the novel's.
CIA agent John Wells returns, in a cutting-edge novel of modern suspense from the #1 New
York Times-bestselling author of The Faithful Spy.
Book[edit] Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil is atmospherically Deep The death
occurred in Williams' home 'Mercer House'. Midnight's Children is a novel by British Indian
author Salman Rushdie. It deals with . Random House. p. ISBN Jump up ^ Literary. From the
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author of the Sookie Stackhouse series comes a paranormal mystery series about Midnight,
Texasâ€”a tiny, one-stoplight town filled with strange. It's always midnight somewhere.'An
unnerving and suspenseful novel, House. Tree. Person. is McPherson's best yet.'â€”Karin
Slaughter, New York Times and.
The Midnight House (John Wells Series #4) - free PDF, CHM. CIA agent John Wells returns
in a cutting-edge novel of modern suspense from. Horrific events have made the Beast House
infamous. For the full story, take the Midnight Tour. Saturday nights only. Limited to thirteen
tourists.
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